


Seedlings have been investigating shadows this week.  We talked about where we had seen shadows 
and 'how they can follow you in the sun!'  There has been little sun this week, so we made our own 
shadow puppet theatre with animals. We used a torch to help create the shadows. We had a lot of fun!



Hazel class have been experimenting with colour this week. We used 2 
containers full of water then added different food colouring into each.

We then waited to see how long it would take for the colours to travel up the 
tissue and mix.

It was a big surprise to see that when they mixed… we had a new colour!!!



Willow class have made seasons wheels, during Science Week, to help us 
understand how trees change throughout the seasons and over time.

We also enjoyed a lovely woodland walk to identify what evergreen and deciduous 
trees look like during spring. Using our seasons wheels, we then discussed what the 

deciduous trees will look like come summer, autumn and then winter.





Pine Class looked at how nature in the UK is in trouble and realised that 
the future is in their hands!

They took action together to make a change and looked at ways that 
they could create a better future for nature on their school grounds.



Spruce class looked at how sycamore seeds are dispersed and designed an experiment to see how the length of 
the seeds' wings affects the time  they stay in the air. Pupils worked in groups to test different wing lengths using 
their own gyrocopter 'seeds' and created a graphs of their results. They found that the shorter the seed wing 
length, the shorter the amount of time in the air.
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